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Spelling list: Suffixes - hood, ship, cide, ology - red

fellowship
In 2014 he gained a  , and graduated with first-class honours in fellowship

2017.

dictatorship
Hitler's  of Nazi Germany allowed him the power to commit dictatorship

horrible atrocities.

craftsmanship A craftsman often adopted a son to learn the craft.

apprenticeship She asked the carpenter if she could have an  with him.apprenticeship

censorship
Hitler's  of the German press meant that the people often did not censorship

know the truth about what he was doing.

citizenship The refugee was delighted to receive British  .citizenship

knighthood Sir Chris Hoy was given a  for his services to sport.knighthood

neighbourhood My new house is in a very nice  .neighbourhood

genocide
The Nazi  of Jewish people during World War II, was a horrible genocide

atrocity that must never ever be repeated again.

insecticide
The farmer had to spray his crops with a powerful  as there was insecticide

an infestation of flies.

suicide

It is very sad to think of people that are so unhappy that consider  . If suicide

only they would go to see a doctor then they could get the help that they 

need.

homicide
There had been a  and it was the detectives job to work out who homicide

the murderer was.

pesticide
The farmer had to spray his crops with a  as there were lots of pesticide

slugs eating the crops.

The study of the buildings, possessions and graves of the past is called 
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archaeology  .archaeology

escapology
Houdini was a master of  and could easily escape from the escapology

hardest of situations.

physiology
 is the branch of biology that deals with the normal functions of Physiology

living organisms and their parts.

geology  is the study of the physical structures and substance of the Earth.Geology

psychology  is the study of the human mind.Psychology

technology Computer  is changing the world.technology

theology The study of the nature of God and religious belief is called  .theology
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